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European equity markets have shown strength this year, rebounding from last year’s pandemic-related slowdown and
ranking among the top performers year-to-date1.
Many companies in cyclical sectors like Consumer Discretionary and Financials have reinstated their dividend payments
this year after being forced to suspend them in 2020.
The eurozone economy appears to be ﬁring on all cylinders. In the second quarter, the eurozone’s growth, measured by
GDP, expanded by 2% quarter-on-quarter 2, outpacing that of the U.S. and China. The third-quarter earnings season has
been strong so far, showing a net earnings surprise of 7% driven 3 by upward revisions to net income margins—the
highest upward revisions to net income margins since 2010.
Consumption demand aided by the economic reopening and accommodative monetary policy has helped unleash
excess savings that had accumulated during the pandemic, and increases on the production side have been led by the
services sectors.
WisdomTree provides exposure to different European themes through the below funds:

These Europe-focused Indexes rebalanced earlier in November as part of our annual developed international rebalance
process.
Fundamental Changes
After WTEHIP’s rebalance, the ETF Ticker HEDJ, will have a slightly higher dividend yield, lower P/E valuation and
higher proﬁtability metrics relative to its benchmark the MSCI Eurozone Index. Similarly, WTEDG (ETF Ticker EUDG) and
WTESC (ETF Ticker DFE) will show similar characteristics versus the MSCI Europe Index with the quality basket,
EUDG exhibiting a higher quality factor and the SmallCap basket, DFE, trading at a larger P/E discount.
Please read the prospectus carefully before investing.
Portfolio Fundamentals
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For the most recent standardized performance, 30-day SEC yield, and month-end performance click the respective
tickers: HEDJ, EUDG, DFE.
Sector Changes
As a result of European Consumer Discretionary and Financials companies reinstating their dividends, HEDJ saw its
exposure to these sectors increase, while its exposure to the Consumer Staples, Information Technology and Materials
sectors was reduced. Overall, HEDJ's exporter focus continues to drive its overweight in the Consumer Staples, Health
Care, Industrials and Materials sectors versus its benchmark the MSCI Eurozone Index.
For EUDG, the effect of reinstated dividends was also seen in its increased exposure to Consumer Discretionary, while
rising commodity prices and increased inﬂation caused a signiﬁcant increase in exposure to the Materials sector. Overall,
EUDG's quality and dividend growth focus resulted in overweight allocations in Consumer Staples and Consumer
Discretionary, as well as Health Care, Industrials and Materials relative to its MSCI Europe Index benchmark.
The European small-cap exposure of DFE saw a combination of the other Funds’ sector increases. Dividend
reinstatements, along with increased commodity prices, caused WTESC to increase exposure to the Consumer
Discretionary, Financials and Industrial sectors. European small-cap exposures will give investors overweight exposures
to cyclical sectors relative to the broad MSCI Europe Index.
Sector Exposures

Country Changes
The largest country-level changes in HEDJ were an increase in exposure to Spain and reduced exposure to the
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Netherlands.
The increase in exposure to Spain can be attributed to Banco Santander, S.A., and BBVA, S.A., being added to the
portfolio after they reinstated their dividends. On the other hand, the reduction to the Netherlands is related to
Unilever’s unification of its legal structure under its U.K. entity at the end of 2020.
For EUDG, the largest changes were increased exposure to Germany, as companies like Adidas AG and Covestro AG
were added to the portfolio, and reduced exposure to the U.K. through British American Tobacco being dropped from
the portfolio for its increased composite risk score (CRS) as a result of its high dividend yield.
Small caps and the DFE portfolio saw its most important increase in exposure to Italy due to Italian banks reinstating
their dividend payments. This portfolio saw a decrease in exposure to Switzerland and the Netherlands.
For current holdings for each fund click the respective tickers: HEDJ, EUDG, DFE.
Country Exposures

1

MSCI Europe Index outperforming MSCI EAFE and MSCI EM Indexes year-to-date. Data as of 11/5/2021. Source:
WisdomTree, Bloomberg.
2 Data as of 08/17/2021. Source: Bloomberg.
3 Data as of 10/29/2021. Source: Bloomberg.
Importan t Risks Re late d to th is Article

The WisdomTree Europe Funds seek to track the price and yield performance, before fees and expenses, of the
appropriate WisdomTree Europe Indexes.
There are risks associated with investing, including the possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves special risks,
such as risk of loss from currency ﬂuctuation or political or economic uncertainty. Investments in currency involve
additional special risks, such as credit risk and interest rate ﬂuctuations. Derivative investments can be volatile and these
investments may be less liquid than other securities, and more sensitive to the effect of varied economic conditions.
HEDJ can have a high concentration in some issuers, the Fund can be adversely impacted by changes affecting those
issuers. Due to the investment strategy of HEDJ it may make higher capital gain distributions than other ETFs. EUDG
focuses its investments in Europe, thereby increasing the impact of events and developments associated with the region
which can adversely affect performance. Dividends are not guaranteed and a company currently paying dividends may
cease paying dividends at any time. Investments in currency involve additional special risks, such as credit risk and
interest rate ﬂuctuations. EUDG invests in the securities included in, or representative of, its Index regardless of their
investment merit. EUDG does not attempt to outperform its Index or take defensive positions in declining markets. Funds
focusing their investments on certain sectors and/or smaller companies increase their vulnerability to any single
economic or regulatory development. This may result in greater share price volatility. Please read each Fund’s
prospectus for specific details regarding the Fund’s risk profile.
View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, ﬁxed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or ﬁndings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any ﬁnancial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its afﬁliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss proﬁts) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom, Tripp Zimmerman, Michael
Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel,
Ryan Krystopowicz, Kara Marciscano, Jianing Wu and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund
Services, LLC.
WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.
You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONS
Dividend : A portion of corporate profits paid out to shareholders.
Gross domestic product (GDP) : The sum total of all goods and services produced across an economy.
Net income : A company’s total earnings (or profit), which are calculated by taking revenues and adjusting for the cost of
doing business, depreciation, interest, taxes and other expenses.
Price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio : Share price divided by earnings per share. Lower numbers indicate an ability to access
greater amounts of earnings per dollar invested.
Valuation : Refers to metrics that relate ﬁnancial statistics for equities to their price levels to determine if certain
attributes, such as earnings or dividends, are cheap or expensive.
Baskets : The composition of an ETF in terms one creation/redemption unit.
Quality Factor : Excess returns achieved by companies exhibiting higher quality or proﬁtability vs the market. Typically
measured using operating profitability, return on equity and/or return on assets.&nbsp.
Small caps : new or relatively young companies that typically have a market capitalization between $200 million to $2
billion.
Discount : When the price of an ETF is lower than its NAV.
Commodity : A raw material or primary agricultural product that can be bought and sold.
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